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Multi Par Auction Software!
LOOKING FOR ONLINE MULTI PAR REAL ESTATE AUCTION SOFTWARE

THAT IS FLEXIBLE, SIMPLE, COMPLETELY EFFECTIVE?

You need a software that will allow you to sell real estate to clients in various formats,

expanding your clientele reach all while making sure that each unique situation & client

is taken care of.

Our software allows you simplicity, flexibility, and savings for your real estate auctions,

not to mention we have options to customize your auctions to best fit your current and

future bidders! Take a look below at some more features that our Multi Par

Software holds.

https://www.auctioneersoftware.com/
mailto:shannan@auctioneersoftware.com
https://www.auctioneersoftware.com/how-to-build-an-online-auction-website/
https://www.auctioneersoftware.com/how-to-use-google-search-console-for-my-auctions/
https://www.auctioneersoftware.com/contact-us/


Per Acre & Total Dollar

Bidding

Interactive Parcel Map
for Bidders

Online, Live, Or

Simulcast Options

We understand that you will want to hold many of your multi parcel real estate auctions

both in -person and online. Our software allows you to add a low latency livestream to

your auctions so that you can reach bidders who won’t be attending your auction in

person. Learn more about our simulcast options for your multi par auctions by clicking

the button below!

Learn More!

 

 

 
JUST IN CASE YOU MISSED IT!

 

How To Build An Online

Auction Website

How to Use Google Search

Console for my Auctions 

https://www.auctioneersoftware.com/custom-software-development/multi-par-real-estate-software/


With the recent advancements in
the online E-Commerce industry,
the auctioning process has evolved
by eliminating the barriers of
physical auctions. Now, anybody
can bid for a product, anywhere
without any limitation of geography,
time, or even physical presence.
Meaning? Your online auction
website MUST be user friendly, fast,
and accessible to capitalize on these
recent advancements.

 Read More...

Google Search Console (GSC) is at
the frontline of the battlefield when
it comes to the search engine
results page (SERPs). If you have a
website presence, Google Search
Console will be an amazing tool for
you to utilize. GSC not only tells
you everything you want to know
about your website but also
everything about the people who
visit it daily. Below are useful
insights that comes with the Google
Search Console dashboard:

Read More...
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